
We know that the water industry has a monumental 

challenge ahead of it. Water companies have set a 

target to achieve net-zero by 2030. No small feat in 

itself. Combine that with an aging infrastructure 

known to exacerbate pollution events, and the 

knock-on impact on the use of Combined Sewer 

Overflows (CSO’s) being catapulted into the public 

eye, water companies are facing a real catch 22.

We know that water companies are under ever 

increasing scrutiny from customers, regulators,

and journalists. It is also true that your stakeholders 

and customers are expecting action,

so it is vital to start implementing and testing

solutions and be seen to address the challenge.

We understand that infrastructure changes require 

significant time and investment: so you need an 

environmental partner who can help you develop 

innovative solutions tailored to your individual 

challenges as part of a strategy to tackle a range

of problems. 

Reducing environmental pollution while 
achieving net-zero in the water industry
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We understand your problem

The challenge

The solution topic

Possible solutions

The goal

We know where the emissions and pollution exist and 

have innovative solutions focused on nature,

technology, and hydrogen as well as supporting you 

with your existing aging infrastructure.
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Nature-based solutions
Water companies already employ several nature-based solutions; however, we can work with you to 

enable them more effectively, to achieve a collective net-zero target.

Increasing biodiversity of sites
We know that you manage huge estates. We also know that consumers and investors want to work with companies that look after their 
environment. The way you transform, dispose of, and convert your land is important. 

Remediation and monitoring
Our environmental consultants can deploy:

 Ground monitoring - assess your sites for a range of contaminants.

 Land decontamination services – excavate and remove contaminated earth and replace with clean material. 

 Water & ecology services - assess a range of habitat ecologies to provide biodiversity enhancement and habitat restoration. 

 Environmental monitoring - ongoing bespoke monitoring programmes, sampling, analysis, and comprehensive reporting services. 



Nature-based solutions

Reducing discharge from drainage
We know that your site processes have a direct impact on offsite receptors. We also know that your performance is measured against targets 
associated with your emissions through drainage. By performing better against those targets you can access revenue streams to develop 
more innovative solutions.

Underground infrastructure audit and PPM
Our environmental consultants can deploy:

 Underground infrastructure surveys – bespoke surveying vehicles, specialist confined space entry training and high-end
 camera equipment enable access to remote areas with a reach of 500m on one set up. 

 Full survey reports - coded using the authority approved Wincan software and produced in accordance with the WRc Manual of
 Sewer Classification. 

 Planned preventative maintenance (PPM) programme - survey information can be used to develop a programme of PPM work
 including separator and bund servicing and cleaning as well as hazardous waste removal.



Nature-based solutions

Wasted water
We remove huge volumes of wastewater and hazardous waste from your sites each year via road tankers which has a direct impact on your 
overall carbon emissions.

Improved drainage to reduce waste tankering
By ensuring your drainage is working effectively we can:

 Lessen the need to remove wastewater from your sites.

 Reduce mileage from your process and systems which directly contributes to your CEMARs reporting.   

 Recycle or repurpose your hazardous waste, such as sludge and treatment biproducts (more to follow).



Hydrogen-based solutions

We know you are focused on developing an end-to-end approach for hydrogen to achieve net-zero and become 
self-sufficient. We also know there isn’t a one size fits all solution, but we have the expertise that can help.

Tankering operations
We have a clear understanding of the need to decarbonise fleet movements as a provider of tankering services. Sludge tankering produces 
on average 900g CO2/km and is a key opportunity to decarbonise your operation.

Decarbonising your fleet
We can work with you to develop a strategy to:   

 Transition your fuel infrastructure to greener alternatives such as biogas and ultimately hydrogen.     

 Decommission your existing infrastructure safely and efficiently before deploying new infrastructure across all your sites. 



Hydrogen-based solutions

Hazardous materials processing
One option is transforming sewage sludge into biogas and longer term hydrogen to achieve net-zero, reduce waste and create a new
revenue stream, either by storing the energy locally, or by selling it to the local grid for manufacturing processes.

Hydrogen generation
Our hazardous material process experts can work with you to:

 Install combined heat and power engines - using the natural process of anaerobic digestion to transform sludge into biogas. 

 Develop a hydrogen generation strategy - using your wastewater, evaluating feasible options across system design and

 integration, production, compression, and storage. 



Technology-based solutions
Technology is the enabler to deliver carbon neutrality and outperform your commitments to your customers and 
the environment. Applying existing technology at scale will minimise emissions while overcoming regulatory and 
financial blockers. 

Fleet and office vehicles
We know you are operating thousands of work and office vehicles, both directly and indirectly. The technology exists today to reduce the 
emissions of these vehicles instantly by installing electric vehicle charging points at your key sites.

EV charging infrastructure installation and maintenance
Our electrical experts can provide a full end-to-end solution for your EV charging requirements. Services include: 

 Consulting and developing your strategy

 Creating a design and feasibility study

 Supporting your DNO application

 Providing full peripheral civil engineering works

 Completing electrical infrastructure installation

 Supply and installation of charging equipment and commissioning and sign off



Pioneering ultra-rapid EV charging installation
We are at the forefront of the £400m investment
in ultra-rapid electric vehicle charging points by
independent forecourt operator MFG to be installed 
across 500 of its sites by 2030.

As a strategic electrical consultant partner in the initiative, 
we advised them technically on the design and
development strategy for installation, specifying all
of switch gear to be used throughout entire network.

We were on site at the pilot for around six weeks liaising 
with independent connection providers and

network operators, manufacturers of switch gear and 
suppliers of the EV charging equipment.

We managed the physical installation of cables, earthing 
arrangements, connection testing, commissioning,
emergency stop interface with the fuel system and the 
supply and installation of all architectural lighting.

The project was delivered on time, on schedule and is a 
stunning example of the forecourt of future. 
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Greater monitoring of CSO’s
We know that the Sewage (Inland Waters) Bill means it is now a legal obligation of the water companies to publish data on storm overflow 
operation on an annual basis. The Storm Overflows Taskforce has installed more than 12,000 monitors so far, while tasking operators with 
implementing monitoring devices to create a complete picture of their activity by 2023. A further 1,600 CSOs will be either investigated or 
improved between 2020 and 2025.

Event duration monitors and biological riverbed surveying
Our environmental consultants can provide: 

 Event Duration Monitors (EDM’s) - report how often and for how long a discharge has occurred. 

 Biological riverbed surveying - used alongside EDM’s as an indicator of water quality. This process involves capturing resident
 macroinvertebrates and identifying which ones are present, as species have different tolerances to poor water quality. 

 A priority list for improving the most harmful assets.

Reducing the reliance on CSO’s
The Environment Agency (EA) acknowledges Controlled Sewer Overflows (CSO’s) as a ‘necessary part of the
existing sewerage system’ – but is now joining environmental advocates, the media and the public in challenging 
water companies on CSO use. The regulator has earmarked £13 billion to support improvements, and significant 
upgrades are under way – but the industry is under pressure to pick up the pace. 



Tackling the worst offending assets 
We know that to minimise pollution risks, the EA requires a rolling schedule of storm overflow survey and maintenance. Assets must be 
classified as either unsatisfactory, substandard or satisfactory, and poorly performing sewers should be marked out for investment and 
improvement. 

Increase storm tank infrastructure
We can help you increase your capacity to store storm water by:

 Building more storm tanks - contain and manage excess sewage, reducing the amount of pollution entering waterways. 

 Our experts can manage the design, build, installation, and maintenance of additional storm tank infrastructure. 

 You could offset some of the costs for this investment if you are planning to build wastewater to hydrogen infrastructure,
 as the additional saved wastewater will ultimately help you generate more energy or revenue from selling back to the grid. 

Reducing the reliance on CSO’s



Pollution reduction

We are already working with several operators providing environmental risk audits, planned preventative maintenance and monitoring, and 

emergency response. These fundamental services help you manage your aging infrastructure while trying to hit net-zero.

Despite programmes of continual infrastructure improvement, legacy issues mean that burst pipes, leaks and 
wrongly connected pipework do occur. This can lead to sewage and other hazardous materials making their 
way into surrounding land or waterways. In fact, EA records revealed there were 2,204 ‘pollution events’ in 
2019 – the highest number since 2014.

Understanding your risk
By developing an asset risk 

matrix, we work with you to 
strategically plan remediation 

work on a priority basis.

Planned preventative 
maintenance

Our cost effective planned 
preventative maintenance 

services will help you reduce 
the number of pollution 

incidents, and ease the
pressure on your already 

stretched budgets. 

Emergency response
In a pollution event we can 

quickly assess the true category 
of incident, coordinate the 

wider response, and document 
all preventative and reactive 

measures taken to reduce the 
financial and environmental 

impact of the incident.



Environmental monitoring
An operator approached us to provide regular environmental 
monitoring and evidence to the Environment Agency of their 
commitment to reducing their environmental impact.

365 days of the year our teams monitor rivers and lakes for 
diffuse and point source pollution and perform high-level, 
catchment-wide nutrients investigations.

We conduct assessments of water quality,
macroinvertebrates, fish population, as well as more specialist 
surveys like understanding the water vole population.

A full report of the findings is produced against Water
Framework Directive EQS.

In addition to routine monitoring, we attend pollution
incidents where water quality, wildlife or human health may

be affected by contaminants. At these incidents we record
all the impacts to the environment and the steps taken to 
mitigate them. 

Our regular environmental monitoring means that our client 
is able to identify and respond quickly to incidents. Our 
response and investigation often leads them to being
downgraded by the Environment Agency from a category 
three to a category four.

We are a trusted partner to the major water companies,
providing vital evidence to the Environment Agency of their 
environmental responsibility.

The expertise we provide is independent, meaning it is looked 
upon more favourably by the Environment Agency.

Case Study



Why Adler and Allan?
We are already working with the water industry, so we understand your challenges and we know your infrastructure. We can work 

with you to maximise your budget, forming a true strategic partnership, bringing innovative solutions to current and future challenges.

Expertise 
 Over 300 engineers nationwide

 Available 24/7 365 days a year

 CompEx electrical engineers with  

 first aid, asbestos & fire awareness  

 and confined space training

Quality
 ISO-14001

 Safe Contractor Certificate

 No PS 4253

 Achilles / FPAL Registered

 

For more information or to discuss, please contact Matt

Humphreys, National Account Manager on 07341 734 018

or matthew.humphreys@adlerandallan.co.uk

Get in touch


